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"The future's not ours to see," according to a once 
Popular song. Possibly that's why we talk about it 
So much. And if one directs his remarks to the "long
term" future, he will hardly ever be proved wrong, for 
"In the long run we're all dead." In my remarks 
about banking's future I have in mind a fairly long 
term but not so long, hopefully, that we're all dead. 

Also, I do not contemplate that either legislation 
(and regulation) or competition will play an exclusive 
role in determining banking trends. Undoubtedly, 
both will be important. But neither the mix nor the 
general flavor need be a foregone conclusion; they will 
be shaped in part, at least, by your views and actions. 

In this country, as in others, we are in search of 
Policies that will help to achieve full employment, 
Price stability, economic growth, and balance in inter
national payments. Obviously, these are interrelated 
goals and no one of them can be pursued to the exclu
sion of the others if we are to have a healthy, bal
anced economy. 

Views differ as to the policies that would be most 
effective in moving the economy toward these goals. 
1'he differences extend into almost every economic 
Sector. While there is general agreement that the 
basic economic structure is and should be competitive 
~ree enterprise, this does not preclude divergent pol
ley prescriptions or provide a common meeting 
grOund to resolve differences. Apparently, "competi
tive free enterprise" encompasses a broad spectrum 
0.£ concepts. It appears that many see the role of pub
~e policy primarily to be that of limiting co~petI
hon. In my view, public policy should be ~e~lgned to 
Promote, strengthen, and support competItlOn 
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wherever feasible. It is to these two different concepts 
of the role of legislation and regulation that I would 
direct your attention during the next few minutes. 

Unfortunately, too much legislation and regulation 
affecting economic activities circumscribe competi
tion. Some are designed for this purpose, and some 
have this effect even though designed primarily for 
other purposes. Examples in the financial sector are 
the regulation of interest rates on deposits and cer
tain types of loans, regulation of the types of assets 
that may be held by various financial institutions, 
regulation of the numbers and locations of places of 
doing business, to name a few. 

Some policies are designed to strengthen compe
tition. Again drawing from the financial sector, the 
recent moves to standardize the computation and 
quotation of interest rates on consumer and mort
gage loans, the prompt reporting of the volume and 
price of transactions on secw'ities exchanges, the 
strong emphasis on competitive effects in evaluating 
applications for acquisitions by multibank holding 
companies are all designed to increase or maintain 
competition. 

Examples abound also outside the financial sector. 
They include tariffs and import quotas, agricultural 
price-support programs, laws enhancing union power, 
restrictions on entry into various trades, businesses, 
and professions, and restrictions on the pricing of 
services or the publication of information thereon. 

The thrust' of my remarks is that public regulation 
generally should be designed to promote competition, 
not circumscribe it, wherever possible. I come to this 
conclusion primarily because competition, in most 
instances, is a more demanding regulator, with a 
stronger orientation toward efficiency, than any gov
ernment official or agency possibly can be. Further
more, competitive markets provide timely adjust
ments to changing conditions that are not possible 
in the malting of laws or the issuance or amendment 
of regulations. It is simply unrealistic to expect quick 
action via the legislative or regulatory routes. 

Legislators and regulators are slow to respond 
because the evidence that a change is needed must be 
obvious and persuasive, not only to the regulator but 
also to a large sector of the regulated and to the users 
of the regulated's services. And even after the need 
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is obvious, findings must be made, hearings held, 
orders issued, appeals accommodated, etc., further 
delaying any change. 

Also, legislation and regulations tend to be hitched 
securely to the past-the past record of costs in an 
industry, the old technology widely in use, existing 
standards of quality, and the current scope of mar
kets, often even in the face of encroachment upon 
the markets of the regulated industry by unregulated 
firms providing similar commodities or services. Regu
lation tends to insulate firms against pressures to 
reduce costs and pressures to enlarge markets by 
reducing prices. 

Probably the greatest disservice of regulations 
that constrain competition and resist change is that 
they distort the allocation of resources among dif
ferent sectors, causing too much investment in some 
cases and too little in others. If the constraints on 
competition lead to an above-market rate of return, 
there will be too many resources committed to an 
industry. On the other hand, if the constraints reduce 
the rate of return to below-market levels, too few 
resources will be committed. And since regulation is 
slow to respond, the inefficient use of resources tends 
to run on and on, and a lower standard of living is 
produced for all of us. 

I invite you to join with me in some rather free
wheeling speculating about the great diversity of 
financial institutions that has developed within the 
regulated environment in which they function. 

Allow your imagination to wander all the way back 
to the early 1930's. This may be prewomb for many 
of you, hence a demanding exercise. It was a time in 
which financial institutions were under great eco
nomic pressure and many succumbed. It was a time 
in which the stage was set for the birth and subse
quent development of a number of specialized finan
cial institutions as well as for the subsequent rapid 
growth of a number of types of specialized financial 
institutions already in existence. 

Recall, if you can, the orientation of the leadership 
of commercial banking and, possibly more important, 
the orientation of the bank supervisory authorities. 
Banks were conceived to be suppliers of checking 
accounts and short-term loans to businesses. There 
was a strong inclination to explain their troubled 
situation in terms of their digressions from this 
concept, and there was a firm resolve to solve the 
troubles of the banks by delivering them back to the 
conceptual mold from whence it was believed they 
had strayed. Thusly were "sound" banks reestab
lished. Instead of being adapted to serve the emerg-
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ing credit needs, the financial institution was reborn 
in its prior image. 

Attention was turned then to creating specialized 
credit institutions to provide specialized types of 
credit to serve specified purposes-farm mortgage 
credit, farm production credit, residential mortgage 
credit, long-term business credit, etc. The new insti
tutions were supported with public funds or public 
guarantees of their obligations in amounts deter
mined by the Congress or the U.S. Treasury-a form 
of legislative or administrative allocation of credit to 
various economic sectors. 

In retrospect, would it have been better if banks 
had been visualized by bankers, banking leaders, 
bank supervisors, and the Congress as financial inter
mediaries to serve the credit needs, both long and 
short term, of a broad spectrum of individuals and 
businesses in every community? Would the govern
ment support provided financial institutions have 
been more effective if undertaken through diversified 
institutions serving a broad cross section of cus
tomers? Would the allocation of credit among various 
sectors have been more effective if subjected to com
petitive market forces instead of being allocated 
through specialized financial institutions? Would eco
nomic recovery have been facilitated by providing 
effective financial services through institutions ? 
already in place and known to community residents. 
Did we take the wrong course? 

If so, did we take the wrong course because we had 
more confidence in the omniscience of legislators and 
regulators than in competitive financial markets, 
more confidence in tightly circumscribed enterpri~e 
than in relatively free enterprise? With hindsight It 
is clear that these are questions whose answers are 
not at all as obvious as was presumed 45 years ago. 

Now, switch off your imagination and consider the 
real world of today. Each of us sees it through his 
own eyes, and our lenses all differ a bit. But even the 
most different of us will see some common character
istics. For example, we see indications that special
ized institutions are scrambling to engage in a 
broader array of financial services-the right to serve 
broader markets; we see institutions seeking auth.or
ity to utilize currently available technology in debVa ering financial services and others seeking to preclu e 
or severely restrict its use; we see a lengthening of d 
maturities of assets held by financial institutions an 
greater use of volatile sources of funds; we see groW
ing use of substitutes for currency and checks; we 
see growing tendencies for financial services to be 
provided by nonfinancial firms; we see locally rooted 
financial firms attempting to achieve geographic 
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diversification; and so on. In short, we see institu
tions trying to break out of the accumulated web of 
laws and regulations. In order to survive, these insti
tutions are trying to adapt to changing circum
stances, trying to compete in the delivery of financial 
services. 

But it appears that the role of competition is being 
gradually diminished and the role of legislation and 
regulation expanded. Legislative and regulatory 
bodies tend to respond to changing situations only 
after they can be ignored no longer and to pressures 
exerted by large numbers. Innovative moves by small 
numbers of firms tend to be ignored or forced into 
conformity with the existing market and regulatory 
structure. Problem situations and developments that 
cannot be forced into conformity with the existing 
regulatory structure, once they reach a dimension 
that can no longer be ignored, tend fo generate fur
ther proliferation of laws and regulations, most of 
Which tend to restrict competition even further 
~ong the firms generally recognized as falling 
Within the purview of the industry. This causes a 
certain lack of adaptability of firms within the indus
try to the ever-changing environment and opens the 
door to encroachment from other firms. 

Now, turn your imagination switch to "On" again 
and attempt to visualize financial services 20 years 
from now. This may be truly "long run" for some of 
us, but it is only the half-life of many mortgages 
Written these days. Will financial services be per
formed largely by financial firms or as an adjunct to 
predominantly nonfinancial businesses? Will they be 
performed largely by an array of specialized financial 
lnstitutions or by diversified financial institutions 
PrOviding a broad array of services? Will they be 

h
Provided largely from telephonelike terminals in 
omes and businesses? Will they be provided by a 

Public utility (or firms subjected to such rigid regu
~ation that they may as well be public utilities) or 
Ya variety of different types of firms, with each 

seeking customers and funds in competitive markets? 
~owever you visualize the suppliers of financial ser
Vlces in your future, will you be saying, "If only we 
h~d had the foresight 20 years ago to have taken a 
different fork in the road"? 

h 
Flick your switch again and ask, "What does this 

aVe to do with us here and now?" 

I have two suggestions, and they are closely inter
related. The first is that you can influence the legis
~tive and regulatory framework within which finan

CIal institutions are operated today. You have 
detailed knowledge of your industry, and you can 
eValuate more effectively than anyone else the costs 
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and benefits of regulatory requirements laid upon 
~our ~ndustry. More important, you can identify, 
Illummate, and correct those aspects of your industry 
that must be changed if the industry is to build and 
retain credibility and, hence, the opportunity to 
operate within a relatively free environment. There 
is growing recognition that regulation can be over
done-in some respects, has been overdone-and 
there is a willingness to simplify and streamline. 

A classic example is the consumer protection leg
islation and regulations-a basically simple idea and 
objective, to which there could be little objection. 
But upon being passed through the legislative and 
~e~atory mills, a t.erribly complex, technical, legal
IStiC system of reqUIrements and procedures is pro
duced. Attorneys, accountants, auditors, business 
managements, and public officials become involved 
in large numbers to interpret, implement, and.assure 
compliance. I believe there are numerous other simi
lar situations. Hence, I would urge you to be alert to 
such situations and undertake to solve them before 
they become national issues that can be resolved only 
by legislation and regulation. Furthermore, we should 
strive to simplify existing laws and regulations when
ever possible. Occasionally, a law or regulation will 
be demonstrated to have been badly conceived and 
is either irrelevant or incapable of achieving its pur
pose. In these instances, positive proposals should be 
put forth to obtain repeal or withdrawal. 

My second suggestion is that the industry, the 
Congress, and all regulatory agencies-in addition to 
paying lip service to the concept of a competitive free 
enterprise economy-commit themselves to utilizing 
competition to achieve the objectives of regulation 
and, where necessary, to making sure regulation 
strengthens competition. Regulation does not neces
sarily have to weaken competition. It is possible to 
use it as a positive force to promote competitive mar
kets. While competitive markets yield benefits in 
terms of efficiency in the short run, their major bene
fit may well be in the long run. With the flexibility 
and adaptability inherent in relatively free competi
tive markets, we need not be greatly concerned 
whether we take the right fork in specific policy 
alternatives today since individual firms have a flexi
bility to respond to economic signals flowing from 
competitive markets that can never be approached 
by regulation. I would urge you to be ever alert to 
opportunities to move toward greater flexibility of 
financial markets. 

Absent revolution, changes are made one step at a 
t~me. Trends evolve from a sequence of many indi
VIdual events. Whether your vision of banking in 
future years proves to be reasonably accurate will be 
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determined not by some cataclysmic event or sudden 
about-face but by the step-by-step progress of indi
vidual events over anyone of which you can have 
some influence. Your specific, detailed knowledge and 
views should be brought to bear on practices that 
have the potential to become public issues if allowed 
to continue and on those that become public issues, 

to help develop and implement the simplest, most 
workable and effective remedy. As citizens and 
knowledgeable professionals in your respective lines, 
you have these opportunities, these responsibilities. 
The future may not be ours to see, but it can be ours 
to help shape, in the interest of building the most 
efficient and productive economy possible. 
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New member banks 

City National Bank of Plano, Plano, Texas, a newly organized institution located 
in the territory served by the Head Office of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, 
opened for business October 3, 1977, as a member of the Federal Reserve System. 
The new member bank opened with capital of $612,500 and surplus of $612,500. 
The officers are: William A. Kramer, Chairman of the Board; Earl S. Holland, 
President; Jerry R. Long, Vice President; and Toye Dennis, Cashier. 

First Sierra National Bank, Truth or Consequences, New Mexico, located in the 
territory served by the EI Paso Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, 
opened for business October 31, 1977, as a conversion of the First State Bank of 
Sierra County, Truth or Consequences, New Mexico. The new member of the 
Federal Reserve System has capital of $350,000, surplus of $275,000, and 
undivided profits of $101,872. The officers are: Robert Lexvold, Chairman of the 
Board; Gordon Fullrerson, President; Jerry Wright, Senior Vice President and 
Cashier; and Delores Nix, Assistant Cashier. 

New par banks 

Western Bank, Alamogordo, New Mexico, a newly organized insured nonmember 
bank located in the territory served by the EI Paso Branch of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Dallas, opened for business September 19, 1977, remitting at par. The 
officers are: Lorne S. Kuehne, President; Clois Ratliff, Cashier; Wesley Willis, 
Assistant Vice President; and Norma Grant, Assistant Cashier. 

Spring Hill State Bank, Spring Hill, Texas, a newly organized insured nonmember 
bank located in the territory served by the Head Office of the Federal Reserve Bank 
of Dallas, opened for business September 19, 1977, remitting at par. The officers 
are: Don L. Morgan, President, and Steve Best, Vice President and Cashier. 

Winsboro Bank and Trust, Winnsboro, Texas, a newly organized insured 
non-member bank located in the territory served by the Head Office of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Dallas, opened for business November 4, 1977, remitting at par. 
The officers are: David B. Orton, President; Nelda Winkle, Vice President and 
Cashier; and Becky Taylor, Assistant Cashier. 
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Electrici ty Prices-

New Rate Structures in Texas 

By Art Ekholm 

-
Still feeling the pinch from last summer's electric 
bills? Upset with electric company demands for addi
tional increases of as much as 25 percent in your 
residential rate? Then you will be disappointed to 
learn that the rates you pay for the electricity con
sumed during hot summer afternoons do not cover 
the cost of that power and may need to be substan
tially higher if electricity in Texas is to be provided 
in the most efficient manner. 

Currently, electricity used during periods of peak 
demand on electric capacity-as on summer weekday 
afternoons in Texas-is subsidized by that used in 
off-peak hours. For example, industrial customers 
are tending to subsidize residential customers. More
over, the investment in generating capacity used only 
briefly to meet peak demands raises the cost of all 
electricity when electricity prices are uniform for 
all hours and seasons. These inefficiencies indicate a 
wasteful use of our resources and diminish our overall 
standard of living. 

To correct such inefficiency, many economists 
have long recommended that electric utility rates be 
structured according to the principle of marginal cost 
pricing. This requires that rates conform to the incre
tnental cost of providing the service. Rates based on 
tnarginal cost were implemented by some European 
nations in the 1950's and 1960's. More recently, sev
eral utilities and state regulatory commissions in the 
'United States have adopted in varying degrees the 
tnarginal cost pricing principle or initiated studies to 
determine its appropriateness. Proposed legislation 
for the National Energy Plan provides that certain 
aspects of marginal cost pricing be adopted nation
ally. Nevertheless the general applicability of mar
ginal cost pricing ~'emains to be thoroughly tested in 
the United States. 

The Texas Legislature recently established a new 
regulatory agency the Public Utility Commission of 
Texas. Statewide ;egulation of electric service was 
initiated in Wisconsin and New York in 1907 and 
spread rapidly to other states. Texas was the last 
state to establish such an agency. Prior to passage of 
the Public Utility Regulatory Act in 1975, the re~-. 
lation of public utilities in Texas was done by mumCl
Pal governments with little guidance from state laws. 
aural areas were without direct regulation. 
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Since the average price of a kilowatt-hour declined 
steadily prior to the 1970's, Texas consumers had not 
shown substantial concern about the state's regula
tory process. But when the price began to increase in 
the 1970's, local regulation became increasingly diffi
cult and pressures mounted for the Texas Legislature 
to provide consistent, statewide regulation. 

Currently, electricity used during periods 
of peak demand on electric capacity-
as on summer weekday afternoons in 
Texas-is subsidized by that used in off
peak hours. 

The stated purpose of the act is "to assure rates, 
operations, and services which are just and reason
able to the consumers and to the utilities."l The act 
gave the Public Utility Commission jurisdiction over 
rates and services beginning September 1, 1976. The 
commission has exclusive jurisdiction over electric 
rates in rural (unincorporated) areas and appellate 
jurisdiction over municipal decisions with regard to 
privately owned utilities; but municipalities can turn 
over their primary jurisdiction to the Public Utility 
Commission. 

The first electric utility rate decisions have been 
made this year. These decisions portend changes in 
rate structures throughout the state that reflect a 
shift in the structure of costs for electric utilities and 
apparently will follow the principle of marginal cost 
pricing to a degree. Nevertheless, even greater 
changes are required if prices are to convey valid eco
nomic signals to consumers. In particular, electric 
utility rates that fully recognize current costs and 
time-of-use cost differences for supplying electricity 
would confront customers with the full implications 
of their actions, rationalizing the wants of consumers 
with the costs of production. 

1. Texas Public Utility R egulatory Act, sec. 2. 
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Marginal cost pricing-an example 

A recent proposal for pricing telephone ser
vice in Dallas, Texas, illustrates some of 
the problems involved when average total 
costs spread over several types of service, 
rather than marginal costs of specific ser
vices, are used for regulated prices. A public 
official recently called for a study of the "tre
mendous advantages" that seemingly could 
result from a system of toll-free calls 
throughout the Dallas-Fort Worth metro
politan area. Southwestern Bell's immediate 
response was that the system would be "ex
tremelyexpensive." 

At present, average cost pricing is applied 
to the residential class of customers within 
the Dallas phone system. Each residential 
customer pays the same price per month for 
all local calls irrespective of the customer's 
contribution to the capacity costs of the sys
tem through varied frequency and time of 

Traditional rate making versus efficiency pricing 
An equity standard has governed traditional utility 
rate making over the past 100 years. Regulators have 
been concerned that rate proceeds meet, but not 
exceed, the financial requirements of utilities. It was 
established that a "fair return" on the "fair value" of 
a utility's physical capital was to be achieved. 

The usual practice in this rate determination 
process is to equate total revenue with total account
ing cost plus a fair return on the historical (original) 
accounting costs of embedded capital. From this 
total, a "revenue requirement" is allocated to each 
class of customers. Rate structures to meet the rev
enue requirements have generally been developed by 
the utilities rather than the regulatory commissions. 
This full cost pricing encourages the development of 
rates that track the average total cost of production. 
The economic efficiency of the resulting rates is cur
rently being challenged with regard to not only the 
proper quantity and time of consumption by various 
electric utility customers but also the optimal invest
ment in new capacity. 

Efficiency in the allocation of scarce productive 
resources can be accomplished through the interplay 
of competitive market forces. The price of a good 
represents the additional benefit (satisfaction) 
someone gains from producing the last unit pro
duced. Marginal cost is a measure of the actual 
resources used to produce that unit and, hence, the 
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use. Toll-free calls can be placed between a 
number of cities in the Dallas phone system, 
but calls to Fort Worth and other cities in 
the metropolitan area incur long-distance 
charges. If the current pricing system has 
been properly designed, further differen
tiation of individual users' costs of service 
would add more to metering and billing costs 
than it would contribute to efficient use of 
the system. 

A customer who contributes to system 
costs by making a long-distance call can be 
identified and billed at relatively little ex
pense. With this billing procedure, the cus
tomer wishing to make a long-distance call 
has to decide whether the benefit of the call 
will exceed the additional cost of receiving 
the service. Faced with the marginal bene
fits and costs, he takes voluntary action in 
deciding to place or not place the call. The 

-

-
benefits foregone from the best alternative uses of the 
resources. In a competitive market, the price of a 
good must equal the marginal cost of the last unit 
produced. When this is not true, firms increase profits 
by increasing production of a good if its price exceeds 
its marginal cost and by decreasing production if 
marginal cost exceeds price. Thus, the equating of 
price and marginal cost through a competitive mar
ket results in maximization of the satisfaction avail
able from scarce resources because all exchanges 
where price (marginal benefit) is greater than mar
ginal cost are voluntarily executed. 

Marginal cost pricing for electric service attempts 
to approximate what a competitive market would 
accomplish-efficient resource utilization-in the 
case of the monopolist. With price equal to marginal 
cost, a consumer is forced to equate the marginal 
benefit from a unit of electricity with the alternative 
opportunities that must be forgone. 

Profits and losses 
Prior to the 1970's, expansion of the electric power 
system allowed the industry to capture sizable econ
omies from increasing the scale of production. In an 
industry with scale economies, given constant tech
nology and prices of resources, the average cost 
decreases as output increases because the marginal 
cost of an extra unit is less than the average cost?f I 
all units. Thus, if a single price equal to the marglna 
cost of the last unit produced is charged for all units 
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telephone ' company has a measure of the 
desirability of committing more resources to 
the long-distance exchange capacity, and 
this measure is based on individual valua
tions of using the resources in alternative 
ways. Additional capacity is provided when 
marginal benefits exceed marginal costs. 

Consider the alternative system that 
has been suggested-average cost pricing 
throughout the Dallas-Fort Worth metro
politan area. The cost of the new product 
(toll-free calling over the wider area) is aver
aged over residents in the area. For families 
that find little or no immediate benefit in 
the additional service provided, the addi7 
tional charge per customer may be small 
relative to the cost of protesting plus any 
potential benefit. Persons who are heavy 
users of long-distance services will be re
lieved of paying their true contributions to 

of consumption, the amount paid per unit of electric 
Power will be less than the cost per unit. Not able to 
cover total costs, an electric utility would be forced 
out of business.2 Such was the dilemma of marginal 
cost pricing for electricity in the era of decreasing 
costs. 

Electric utilities provided a solution to the 
dilemma in the form of the declining block rate, 
Which has become standard in the industry. Since 
customers are willing and able to pay more for initial 
units of electricity consumed than for later units, the 
charge for the initial units is higher. The declining 
block rate results in an approximation of the same 
level of consumption as would result from a single 
Price equated to the marginal cost of the last unit 
prOduced. Additionally, the higher charges in the 
lllitial blocks of the rate allow a utility to cover total 
cost so that the service continues to be provided. 
:rhus, declining block rates have allowed electric util
Ities to avoid average total cost pricing and, instead, 
Price so as to approach efficiency in the allocation 
of resources. 

In the early 1970's, abrupt changes occun-ed in 
the circumstances of electric energy production. For 
the traditional structure of electric utility rates, the 

-2. Total costs include accounting profits sufficient to secure 
the capital necessary for the continued existence of the 
firm. 
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costs and will provide active support. Cus
tomers who actually use the long-distance 
service ~ be subsidized in their consump
tion by those who place few or no calls. Also, 
some households may no longer purchase 
the services of a residential telephone at its 
higher marginal cost to the household. 

The long-term effects are quite predict
able. Once a toll-free plan is adopted and the 
higher cost added to each customer's bill, 
the marginal cost of placing calls that were 
previously long-distance calls becomes zero 
for each customer. As the number of such 
calls increases and congestion arises in the 
telephone system, additional capacity will 
be "needed." Resources will be poured into 
the project without a test of their potential 
marginal contributions to satisfaction of 
consumer wants ·in alternative uses, now or 
later. 

most significant has been the exhaustion of scale 
economies. Evidence indicates that by 1970 most 
electric utilities in the United States were operating 
at levels where, given constant technology and prices 
of resources, the average costs of generation did not 
vary with further increases in output.3 Generation 
accounts for about 69 percent of total electric indus
try costs in Texas while transmission and distribu
tion, the other two components of electricity pro
duction account for 8 percent and 23 percent, 
respectively.4 There are mixed views on whether scale 
economies have been exhausted for transmission and 
distribution-particularly transmission. However, 
the prevailing opinion is that increases in the scale of 
output no longer have significant effects on the aver
age cost of electricity. 

The argument for declining block rates is no 
longer appropriate if electric utilities are operating 

3. Laurits R. Christensen and William H. Greene, "Econo
mies of Scale in U.S. Electric Power Generation," Journal 
of Political Economy 84, no. 4, pt. 1 (August 1976). 

4. Derived from U ,S. Federal Power Commission, Statistics 
of Privately Owned Electric Utilities in the United States, 
1975, Classes A and B Companies (Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office), using methodology sug
gested by Leonard W. Weiss, "Antitrust in the Electric 
Power Industry," in Almarin Phillips, ed., Promoting 
Competition in Regulated Markets, Brookings Institution 
Studies in the Regulation of Economic Activity (Wash
ington, D.C., 1975), p. 135. 
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in an environment of constant average cost when 
input prices and technology are cons~t. In a situa
tion of constant average cost, the margInal cost and 
average cost of output are equal. Thus, if electric 
utilities operate with constant costs, average and 
marginal cost pricing provides the same total reve
nue, and this total revenue equals-total cost. 

If declining block rates continue to be used and to 
be designed to equate price and marginal cost for ~he 
last unit consumed, the total revenue produced will 
be in excess of total cost. And if regulators bring 
about decreases in revenues by simply adjusting 
declining block rates downward proportionately, the 
previously efficient rate structures become inefficient 
since excessive consumption is promoted by the last 
block prices, which are then below cost and subsi
dized by initial block prices above cost. 

The argument for declining block rates is 
no longer appropriate if electric utilities 
are operating in an environment of con
stant average unit cost. 

Marginal cost pricing complex in practice 
The unprecedented electricity price increases in the 
1970's have stimulated public pressures for rate 
reform. A reform that would promote economic effi
ciency would apply marginal cost pricing to electric 
utility rates. While conceptually simple and appeal
ing, marginal cost pricing becomes complex in appli
cation. The marginal cost of providing a kilowatt
hour of electricity can vary considerably with the 
location of use, the time of use, the service voltage, 
and other customer attributes. Classifications of 
costs to account for some of these differences have a 
long history in electric utility rate making. The pri
mary differentiation has been in the design of rates 
for specific classes of customers-residential, com
mercial, industrial, municipal, and so on. Within each 
customer class, costs have been differentiated and 
rates developed on the basis of customer costs, capac
ity costs, and energy costs. 

Customer costs. These are costs of services, such as 
meter reading, billing, and collecting, that are inde
pendent of the amount of electricity used. Marginal 
cost pricing requi'res that each customer be billed for 
the incremental cost of his connection to the utility 
system. Differences in types of metering, types of 
service connections, densities of location, and other 
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factors would be reflected in differential charges for 
customer costs. 

-

Capacity costs. These are sometimes referred to a~ 
demand costs. They are the costs of the utility's capI
tal equipment for generating, transmitting, and dis
tributing kilowatts of electric energy. A kilowatt is 
a measure of the rate of use of electricity. Measuring 
the capacity of an electric system in kilowatts is 
analogous to measuring the capacity of a water sys
tem by the number of gallons it can pump per second. 
Used for one hour, a kilowatt provides a kilowatt
hour of electric energy. 

The costs of capital are very large since it is not 
feasible for the electric industry to store its product. 
Rather than produce at a relatively level rate and 
carry inventories for meeting sales in peak periods 
(as, for example, is the case for Christmas toys) , 
electric utilities must have plant and equipment in 
place to accommodate the highest rate of use instan
taneously. In fact, electric utilities require more 
dollars of capital per dollar of revenue than any other 
manufacturing industry in the United States. While 
electric utilities nationwide had a ratio of gross plant 
value to dollar of revenue of 4.42 in 1972, all manu
facturing had a ratio of 0.60.~ 

A declining block-rate schedule 

A residential customer's monthly billing for 
electricity has typically been determined on 
the basis of a block-rate schedule, such as: 
• $3.00 for the minimum bill, which covers 

10 kilowatt-hours (kwh) 
• 6.0 cents each for the next 40 kwh 
• 4.0 cents each for the next 450 kwh 
• 3.0 cents each for the next 9,500 kwh 
• 2.5 cents each for all additional kilowatt-

hours 
A fuel adjustment clause appended to the 
schedule would allow for automatic addi
tional charges per kilowatt-hour relative to 
increases in fuel costs. 

Based on this schedule, a month's con
sumption of 125 kwh would result in a bill 
of $8.90 when a fuel adjustment charge of 
0.4 cent per kilowatt-hour is included: 

10 kwh (minimum bill) = $3.00 
40 kwh x 6.0 cents 2.40 
75 kwh x 4.0 cents = 3.00 

125 kwh x 0.4 cent .50 

Total bill = $8.90 

-



-
For residential customers the charges for capacity 

in traditional electric utility rates have been averaged 
into the charge per kilowatt-hour of declining block 
rates. However, large-use customers, such as office 
bUildings and manufacturing plants, have "demand" 
meters installed to meaSUl'e kilowatts used at various 
times of day. The maximum kilowatts demanded 
determine the amount of plant capacity needed. Tra
ditional rate practices charge a portion of capacity 
costs to large users on the basis of the greatest rate 
of use during a monthly billing period, regardless of 
the time of use. Typically, residual capacity costs 
have been included in the portion of charges based on 
kilowatt-hours used. 

The most complex issues in the application of mar
ginal cost pricing to the electric industry are tied to 
differences in capacity costs in different time periods. 
An electric utility must maintain a power system that 
is capable of producing, transmitting, and distribut
ing the peak-load demand and has a margin of reserve 
to protect from outages. That is, the size of the elec
tric plant is directly related to the peak requirement. 0 

Application of efficiency pricing for capacity costs 
recognizes that each consumer during the peak period 
contributes to the incurrence of capacity costs and 
should have the responsibility of paying a price pro
Portionate to that contribution. Similarly, each con
SUmer during the off-peak period does not contribute 
to the incurrence of capacity costs and should pay no 
capacity charge.7 -5. David L . Scott, Financing the Growth of Electric Utilities, 

Praeger Special Studies in U.S. Economic, Social, and 
Political Issues (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1976), 
pp. 40, 41. 

6. While the major component of capital costs, the gener
ating plant, is totally dependent on the amount of peak 
load, it should be noted that as the electricity moves 
across individual transmission lines, distribution lines, and 
the customer's connection to the distribution transformer, 
the capacity costs are influenced less by the time of the 
system's peak and more by the time of the individual cus
tomer's peak. For example, the size of a distribution 
feeder to several commercial establishments will depend 
on the group's coincident peak whether or not it i~ coinci
dent with the system's peak. At the extreme, the size of 
an individual customer's connection line depends on the 
size of its peak demand, irrespective of the time of the sys
tem's peak. Correspondingly, refinements in peak-load 
pricing should be made for different portions of the 
electric plant. However, such refinements are not covered 
in this article. We assume all capacity to be dependent on 
the time of the system peak. . 

7. Refinements to this principle indicate some capacity 
charge greater than zero is properly placed on o~-peak 
Users if, for example, reliability of power s~pply IS a~ected 
by off-peak customer use while the generatmg plant IS 

shut down for maintenance. Indications are, however, that 
such a charge would be small relative to the capacity 
charge to peak users. 
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Capacity charges provide the incentive for consum
ers to ration their use of electric plant and equipment 
properly. Peak demands are smoothed as customers 
shift electricity use from peak hours to off-peak hours. 
Declining block rates tend to promote increased 
usage, irrespective of the time of use, and can result in 
perverse electricity consumption patterns. 

Energy costs. These include costs of natural gas, 
coal, and other fuel, fuel handling costs, and operat
ing and maintenance expenses and depend on the 
number of kilowatt-hours used within a time period. 
The efficient price for energy costs is the incremental 
cost of the fuel, maintenance, and other use-sensitive 
inputs. These incremental costs may vary according 
to line losses and other factors involved in service to 
particular customers. Energy costs are also influenced 
by time of use, as peak loads usually require the use 
of components of generating capacity that have 
higher fuel costs per kilowatt-hour. 

Electricity use by a class of customers shows def
inite trends by hour of day or season of the year. For 
example, residential customers have customary-use 
patterns corresponding to the timing of meals, sleep
ing, and other daily activities and to variations in 
outside temperature. Nevertheless, there is consider
able variation in individual customers' patterns of use 
from hour to hour, day to day, month to month, and 
season to season because of differences in tastes and 
preferences, incomes, size and age composition of 
family, and so on. Full marginal cost pricing for capac
ity and energy costs requires that these variations in 
use be monitored so that resources are put to their 
highest value use. 

Texas rate structures 
The Texas Public Utility Commission (PUC) pre
scribed a residential rate structure in its initial rate 
proceeding, involving Central Power and Light Com
pany (CP&L), that set a pattern for later PUC deci
sions. For rural residential customers the rate is: 
$5.35 for the minimum charge, covering 50 kilowatt
hours (kwh), plus 2.29 cents per kilowatt-hour for 
all kilowatt-hours in excess of 50 kwh plus a fuel cost 
charge at a flat rate per kilowatt-hour to vary with 
the cost of fuel. During the test year used for deter
mining rates, this charge averaged 1. 76 cents per 
kilowatt-hour. Accordingly, if the test-year average 
fuel cost of 1.76 cents per kilowatt-hour is used, the 
monthly bill for 125 kwh would be $9.27. 

Customer costs, as described above, were generally 
greater than the $5.35 minimum bill of this CP&L 
rate. However, the PUC was reluctant to make 
abrupt changes in customer billings and, so, did not 
move to a minimum bill that fully reflected only cus-
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Peak-load pricing-a hypothetical example 

A critical attribute in the allocation of 
capacity costs among customers is the varia
tion in use over time. With few exceptions, 
this has been ignored in traditional electric 
utility rates. Determining the capacity 
charge by applying marginal cost at each 
point in time is referred to as peak-load 
pricing. 

The variation in load characteristics by 
time of use and the cost implications of such 
'variation cim be illustrated for, say, Hypo
thetical Power, Inc. (HP). HP has five resi
dential customers who use 1 kilowatt (kw) 
each hour through the year for basic light-

. ing and appliances. But in addition, during 
the summer months of June, July, and Au
gust, each residence uses another kilowatt 
each hour for air conditioning. HP has only 
one other customer, an industrial customer 
who uses 7 kw each hour from December 
through August and 8 kw each hour from 
September through November. A schedule of 
capacity requirements (kilowatts) and en
ergy use (kilowatt-hours) for Hypothetical 
Power, Inc., is in the accompanying table. 

With this pattern of electricity load, HP 
must maintain an electric system capable 
of generating, transmitting, and distributing 
the peak-load demand of July through Au
gust, 17 kw, plus some margin of reserve to 
protect from outages (including routine 
maintenance downtime). Marginal cost pric
ing requires that each customer be subject 
to a capacity charge (price) representing 
the change in capacity costs (marginal cost) 
that would occur if the customer increased 

tomer costs. In a few later cases, the commission 
found it feasible to move in this direction. But in the 
CP&L case, customer costs, as well as other cost cal
culations of the commission, were based on historical 
costs of the utility in a "test year" rather than on 
current costs. 

Compared with the traditional declining-block 
form of electric utility rates, this rate structure is 
much simpler. Above the minimum bill a flat rate per 
kilowatt-hour is charged to cover customer costs not 
contained in the minimum bill, capacity costs, and 
energy costs exclusive of fuel costs. A flat rate also 
applies to fuel costs, which are separated from other 
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or decreased his usage.1 In this manner, each 
customer is confronted with a price repre
senting the avoidable costs for society if he 
purchases more or less. 

Thus, if the annualized cost of a kilowatt 
of generation, transmission, and distribution 
plant and equipment is $96, the capacity 
charge to each customer should be $96 per 
year per kilowatt used during the peak pe
riod. If any customer decreases his use by 1 
kw during the period, $96 of resources will 
be freed from the replacement of electric 
plant. Likewise, the use of 1 kw during the 
period by any customer requires that $96 
of resources be bid away from alternative 

1. Strict interpretation of the marginal cost pric
ing principle requires that the relevant mar
ginal cost be the incremental cost of a unit pro
duced within existing capacity (the short-run 
marginal cost). Marginal cost for capacity 
would be zero when use was equal to or less 
than the installed capacity, since fixed capacity 
represents sunk costs rather than the avoidable 
costs of economic relevance. But should demand 
for electricity increase relative to the fixed 
capacity, the marginal cost would be sufficiently 
high to restrict use to the fixed capacity. 

Equating price to this short-run marginal cost 
in a dynamic, regulated electric utility industry 
with indivisibilities in capacity inputs would 
result in volatile prices that would be difficult 
to administer and would produce nonpredict
able profit-loss results. Consequently, setting 
price equal to long-run marginal cost has been 
the generally accepted second-best marginal 
cost pricing principle for capacity charges in 
the electric industry. Long-run marginal cost 
represents the additional costs when capacity 
is variable. 

-

charges so that variation in this volatile cost com- ill 
ponent can be adjusted from month to month but st 
be made apparent to the customer. These flat rates 
correct the rate structure to reflect the constant-cost 
circumstance of today's electric industry. 

Identical fuel charges have been.applied to all 
types of CP&L customers. If there is no difference 
in fuel costs by time of use, service voltage, or other 
customer attributes, this charge is also consistent 
with marginal cost pricing. In the judgment of the 
commission's staff, no significant differences in fuel 
costs for different types of customers have been sUP
ported by information presented by the utilities. 
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uses in order to build electric plant. An an
nual charge for each peak-period kilowatt 
means that each person benefiting from 
the use of a resource bears the cost of the 
resource. 

Correspondingly, if a customer uses 1 kw 
during the off-peale period (September-May 
at HP), no capacity need be built to service 
this use. During the off-peak period, there 
is excess capacity-only 12 or 13 kw are 
being utilized each hour, while 17 kw of 
plant are available. No resources must be 
bid away from alternative uses. Therefore, 

the marginal capacity cost, and thus the 
proper price, for an off-peak kilowatt is zero. 

Each residential customer of HP would 
pay an annual capacity charge of $192 (2 
kw x $96 per peak kilowatt), which could be 
allocated to monthly billing as a charge of 
$8 per month per peak kilowatt ($8 x 12 
months = $96). Customer and energy costs 
would also be included in the monthly bill
ing. The industrial customer would pay an 
annual capacity charge of $672 (7 kw x $96 
per peak kilowatt) plus customer and 
energy costs. 

LOAD CHARACTERISTICS OF HYPOTHETICAL POWER, INC. 

Peak load (Kilowatts) Energy use (Kilowatt-hours)' 
Resl- Indus- Resl - Indus-

Month dentlal trial Tota l dentla l trial Total 

January ..... 5 7 12 3,650 5,11 0 8,760 
February .... 5 7 12 3,650 5,11 0 8,760 
March ... .. " 5 7 12 3,650 5,11 0 8,760 
Apri l ..... .. . 5 7 12 3,650 5,110 8,760 
May ......... 5 7 12 3,650 5,11 0 8,760 
June . . ... . .. 10 7 17 7,300 5,11 0 12,410 
July .. ... . . . 10 7 17 7,300 5,110 12,410 
August ..... . 10 7 17 7,300 5,11 0 12,410 
September .. , 5 8 13 3,650 5,840 9,490 
October .. . .. 5 8 13 3,650 5,840 9,490 
November . , . 5 8 13 3,650 5,840 9,490 
December ., . 5 7 12 3,650 5,11 0 8,760 

Total .... .. 54,750 63,510 118,260 

1 To simplify It Is assumed each month has 730 hours, the average number per month . 
. Thus, the k'lIowalt-hours are simply the rate of use during the month (kilowatts) 

multiplied by the number of hours of use (730) . 

.... 
lIowever, since higher-cost fuels are generally used 
~or peak generation, this' should probably be reflected 
III time-of-use prices. 

Moreover, the residential rate approved f0r CP&L 
Contains only the minimum charge and charges on 
the basis of kilowatt-hours of consumption. Thus, 
capacity costs are being allocated among residential 
CUstomers on the basis of total energy use, not the 
incremental cost of the peak capacity required for 
each customer. 

. Although CP&L's residential rate shows. no r~cog-
1'Iltion of peak-load pricing and current reslden~l~ 
lneters do not measure time of use, seasonal pncmg 
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has been used by some utilities to partially incorpo
rate cost differences by time of use with readings 
from existing meters. This is accomplished by having 
the price per kilowatt-hour used during the summer 
reflect the higher capacity cost of this use relative t o 
electricity consumption during winter months. 

For example, residential rates approved by the 
PUC for Texas Power and Light Company (TP&L) 
are similar in structure to the CP&L rate presented 
above. However, the kilowatt-hour charge, exclusive 
of fuel costs, for TP&L is 2.47 cents per kilowatt
hour during the May-October peak period, or 35 
percent higher than the 1.83 cents in the November~ 
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Average price of a kilowatt-hour no longer declining 
1970 CENTS 
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April off-peak period. PUC staff testimony indicates 
a reluctance to allow a summer-winter differential 
greater than 1 cent per kilowatt-hour "unless a 
greater difference is substantiated by thorough load 
research and cost analysis."B Apparently, any further 
seasonal differentiation will have to be initiated by 
the utilities. The proper differential for Texas com
panies will have to be determined from the utilities' 
research programs as the PUC has not been doing 
such research. 

The ideal price would vary by time of day and 
would assess customers with capacity charges in 
accordance with their electricity use during periods 
of system peak demand. When time-of-day rather 
than seasonal peak-demand pricing is used, the dif
ferential between peak and off-peak prices tends to 
be even greater. It has been estimated for Arizona 
that electricity prices for summer afternoons should 
be approximately ten times greater than those for 
winter nights. A number of other time-of-day peak
load pricing studies also indicate peak prices at five 
to ten times the off-peak prices. Electricite de France, 
a pioneer in peak-load pricing of electricity, has daily 
peak energy charges that are often 3.0 to 4.5 times 

8. Testimony of Riehard R. Hair, Economic Research Divi
sion, ·Public Utility Commission of Texas, May 1977, p. 5, 
before Public Utility Commission of Texas, docket no. 318, 
in the matter of application of Southwestern Electric 
Sei:vice Company for authority to change rates. 
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the off-peak energy charge, while capacity charges for 
peak usage are 14 to 50 times those for off-peak usage. 

For commercial, industrial, and other customer 
classes, the orientation of the PUC's rate structure 
philosophy has been consistent with the residential 
rates. However, for consumers of larger quantities of 
electricity, utilities have generally metered kilowatt 
usage as well as kilowatt-hour usage and designed 
rates that include charges for kilowatt demand. The 
PUC has required electric companies to shift a 
greater proportion of capacity charges from charges 
per kilowatt-hour to charges per kilowatt as a means 
of increasing the awareness of these customers to ~~e 
actual cost implications of their patterns of electrICIty 
consumption. But historical average, rather than cur
rent marginal, costs are the basis for these rates, an~ 
capacity charges are generally related to a customer s 
own maximum demand irrespective of its relation to 
the time of the system peak. Although there is time-
of-day kilowatt metering of the largest customers, the 
PUC has not pushed for the implementation of time-
of-day pricing. 

Obstacles to efficient pricing 

The rate structure philosophy emerging in the initial 
decisions of the Texas Public Utility Commission 
reflects a gradual movement toward more effective 
rate malting. Three major constraints will keep t~e 
PUC from moving all rates to a marginal cost basIS. 
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One is the requirement in the Public Utility Regula
tory Act that rates be based on "a fair return upon 
the adjusted value of the invested capital." Adj~sted 
value is heavily weighted by the sunk costs of util
ities.o This legislative mandate has encouraged the 
PUC to follow traditional rate-making procedures. 
Consequently, the PUC has become embroiled. in the 
game of blending the cost of new, more expenSIve 
plants with the cost of old plants and designating a 
fair return on the resulting value. Concurrence of 
rates based on this process with rates based on the 
current marginal cost of production would only 
be coincidental. 

The emphasis on notions of "fairness" in traditional 
rate making is further reflected in the PUC's position 
on the allocation of capacity costs among different 
classes of customers as stated in the final order for 
TP&L. The essence ~f this position is that the main 
determinant for allocation of generation and trans
mission capacity charges among customer classes i~ 
to be each class's relative kilowatt-hour consumptIOn. 
Given government mandates for conversion of electric 
generating capacity away from reliance on natural 
gas-the primary boiler fuel in Texas-an~ abrup~ 
changes in economic conditions of the fuel mdustnes, 
the PUC maintained that capacity is being built ~o 
tneet energy requirements rather than peak reqmre
tnents.10 It concluded that the fair way to allocate 
capacity is on the basis of the amount of use during 
the test year rather than rate of use during the sys
tern peak period. However, whether fair or not,. this 
Pricing method will not result in the correct pnce 
Signals being conveyed to users. 

Industrial customers generally have a steadier pat
tern of use than residential customers and, hence, use 
a larger amount of kilowatt-hours relative to de;IDand 
for capacity at the time of the system peak (as IS the 
case for Hypothetical Power, Inc., in the accompa~y
ing illustration of peak-load pricing). When capaCIty 
costs are allocated on the basis of kilowatt-hour 
Usage, the capacity charge is relativ~ly low fo~ ~esi
dential customers, promoting exceSSIve electnCIty 

---9. The legislated definition of "adjuste~ value ?f the.invested 
capital" gives the regulatory authOrIty the ~1~cretlOn to 
determine a reasonable balance between orIgmal cost less 
depreciation and current cost less an adj~stmen.t for both 
present age and condition, but with a weIght of Impor
tance for original cost of not less than 60 nor more than 
75 percent. 

10. For a discussion of changes in the fuel si~ation ?f elec
tric utilities, see Edward L. McClelland, ElectrIC 
Power-Utilities Look to Increased Use of Coal and 
Nuclear Energy," Business Review, Federal Reserve 
Bank of Dallas, September 1976, pp. 1-6. 
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consumption by them and the need for additional 
investment in capacity to meet their peak demands. 
Correspondingly, the capacity charge is relatively 
high for industrial customers, producing inefficient 
reductions in their electricity consumption. 

Political practicability is the second major con
straint. It is not politically feasible for the Public 
Utility Commission, brought into existence by public 
concern with increasing electric utility rates, to make 
abrupt changes in the "rules of the game," severely 
affecting the existing and expected way of life of 
individual households and businesses. But greater 
changes in electric utility rate schedules are required 
if resources are to be utilized efficiently in electricity 
production. An~ these changes involve major altera
tions in the rules of the game. 

Consumers are irritated by increasing electricity 
bills but, in many instances, are still paying less than 
their contribution to incremental costs. In particular, 
if studies in other areas are indicative of the appli
cable rate differential between peak and off-peak use 
in Texas, efficiency in the provision of electric service 
will require higher prices for consumption during 
hours of peak demand and lower prices for consump
tion during off-peak periods. Until such time as these 
changes in the price structure of electricity are 
accomplished, off-peak use will be subsidizing peak 
use; and too much will be invested in capacity to 
meet peak-period demands. 

A third major constraint on the PUC is uncer
tainty. Experiments with marginal cost pricing con
cepts are currently underway in the United States, 
but only limited information is available at this time. 
N either production costs at various rates of output 
nor consumption patterns of individual users and 
groups of users are readily available. More important, 
the consumption response to different patterns of 
rates is not known with any precision. And the opera
tional and administrative problems associated with 
changes in pricing may preclude a close approach to 
a conceptually optimum system. 

With a relatively small staff handling the rapidly 
increasing number of rate cases, the PUC has 
adopted traditional rate determination methods in 
many instances because of the immediacy of rate 
cases relative to the time and costs involved in find
ing the economically efficient solutions to complex 
problems. Nevertheless, these costs and the costs 
of operation and maintenance of the pricing system 
must be weighed against the tremendous costs that 
can arise from inefficiently pricing electricity. 
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Turkey Production-

Americans Gobble More 

By Billings D. Barnard 

Americans are eating more meat. On a per capita 
basis, they are eating a fifth more than in 1960. But 
they are eating almost half again more turkey. 

Having broken some of the old habit of buying 
turkey only for Thanksgiving and Christmas, Ameri
cans eat close to two-thirds of the turkeys in the first 
ten months of the year. 

The increase in turkey consumption has been due 
partly to the attractiveness of turkey in an age 
acutely aware of diet. Like most poultry, turkey is 
lower in fat and cholesterol than beef and pork. 

But the comparatively low cost of serving turkey 
has also been a factor. Last year, consumers paid 
over half again more for turkey than in 1965. But 
beef prices were up nearly three-fourths. And pork 
prices have doubled. 

The attractiveness of turkey prices reflects 
improvements in the efficiencies of production and 
closer coordination between producers and pro
cessors. 

There are fewer of both than a few years ago. But 
both are bigger, and they have lowered their unit 
costs. And with more volume, they have made con
tracts that allow better scheduling of production and 
assure consumers of steady supplies. 

Changes in marketing 

Where live turkeys were selling for an average of 33 
cents a pound in 1950, beeves were selling for little 
more than 23 cents. By 1971, the comparison had 
been reversed. Turkey prices had dropped a third to 
an average of 22 cents. And with the growing demand 
for fed beef, average cattle prices had increased a 
fourth, approaching the level of turkey prices 21 
years before. 

Since then, with the rise in prices generally turkey 
prices have climbed. But at 32 cents a pound iast 
year, they still averaged less than in 1950. Cattle 
prices, on the oth~r hand, at nearly 34 cents a pound, 
were 45 percent hIgher than in 1950. 

And although liveweight turkey prices wound up 
close to cattle prices, turkeys dress out better. Even 
the best cattle dress out at no more than 60 percent 
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of their liveweight. Turkeys dress out at about 80 
percent. 

-

Changes in relative prices alone did not create a 
demand strong enough to break producers loose from 
their once near-total dependence on the winter holi
days for a chance to sell their birds. A number of 
other fundamental changes also took place. 

The first came with the creation of year-round 
institutional markets. Through restaurants-which 
could make use of large birds, the only turkey avail
able until recent years-consumers were introduced 
to the taste of turkey outside a holiday setting. 

Then came a series. of marketing improvements, 
beginning with the introduction of frozen turkeys. 
Breeders next began developing smaller turkeys. 
Since ,then, the average size has been reduced to 
about 10 pounds. 

-
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Other breakthroughs came with the offering of less 
than whole turkeys, either as parts or as products. 

By parts, the industry means turkey sold by the 
piece or in packages of only a few pieces. A technique 
borrowed from the marketing of other meat, sale by 
the piece-usually frozen-allows purchases to be 
scaled to the needs and tastes of individual consum
ers, freeing them and producers from concern over 
the unwieldy size of whole turkeys. 

By products, the industry means turkey going into 
prepared meats, like baloney, franks, and hamburger. 
Often combined with other meat-beef, pork, veal, 
and chicken-turkey in this form has vastly expanded 
the market. 

Changes in production 
Changes in the marketing of turkeys have made pro
duction--on the scale, at least, that is most efficient
dependent on large processing plants with access to 
national markets. That means plants equipped for 
various kinds of processing and large enough to keep 
up a flow of products to big consumer areas. 

The result has been an integration of the turkey 
industry based on processors taking over more of the 
distribution and coordinating more of the production. 

Where less than half the turkeys in retail markets 
Were bought directly from processors in 1955, most 
of them are bought directly today. And where about 
a third of the turkeys were produced under contract 
to processors then, more than three-fourths are grown 
under contract today. 

With concentration of the industry has come spe
cialization that has steadily improved the efficiencies 
of turkey production. Like all other meat producers, 
turkey raisers have increased their efficiency through 
Changes in the scale of their operations. Larger flo.cks 
allow negotiation of better prices for feed bought ill 
VOlume, tighter control over the use of feed, and bet
ter organization to reduce the need for labor. 

By 1972 turkey growers had cut their labor 
requireme~ts to half what they were in 1965. Since 
then, labor costs have been cut in half again. 

But turkey growers have one advantage raisers of 
heavy animals do not. That is the short life cycle of 
turkeys. Turkeys mature in a little over four months, 
Where it takes a calf, for example, more than a year 
to become marketable as fed beef. 

And turkeys take less feed to raise. Whe~e it takes 
about 8 pounds of grain to add a pound of live beef 
or 6 pounds to add a pound of live pork, it takes 
around 3 pounds to add a pound of turkey. 
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But also, because turkeys mature rapidly, growers 
can step up development of the traits they want. One 
characteristic they wanted was a more marketable 
size. And they have gotten both smaller birds for 
family consumption and larger birds for institutional 
use. Another has been more efficient growth. And 
they are getting it. 

With concentration of the industry has 
come specialization that has steadily 
improved the efficiencies of turkey 
production. 

From 1965 to 1972, the feed needed to produce a 
pound of live turkey was reduced from an average of 
nearly 5 pounds to a little over 4 pounds. Since then, 
the average conversion ratio has been reduced to 
just a little over 3 pounds. And in Texas, large pro
ducers are marketing turkeys that take considerably 
less than that to produce. A conversion ratio of 2.75 
is fairly common in Central Texas. 

Improvements in the conversion ratio for turkeys 
have come, however, as other changes made the speed 
of conversion even more important to producers. 

Ten years ago, most turkeys in Texas were range
fed, meaning most of their lives were spent foraging 
for food on open ground. Today, most of the turkeys 
spend their whole life in cenfinement. 

Raised in the closed environment of sheds, they are 
protected from wet and cold, predators and disease. 
Raccoons, often carriers of cholera, are especially 
threatening to range turkeys. Even if they do not kill 
a bird, they can expose the whole flock to disease. 

With the reduction in labor requirements and mor
tality rates, feed has become more important in the 
total cost of raising turkeys. Where at the beginning 
of the decade, feed accounted for about two-thirds of 
the cost of raising turkeys, it now accounts for about 
three-fourths. 

And other costs, meanwhile, have become less vari
able. With more fixed investment in their operations, 
growers are less inclined to cut back on production 
when conditions are not right. 

Turkeys in Texas 

Against this background, turkey raisers in Texas go 
about the business of making a living. There are four 
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big processing plants in Texas, all with capacities to 
handle at least 2 million birds a year. At Fredericks
burg, Lampasas, Waco, and Marlin, they are stra
tegically located to serve the major production areas 
across the central part of the state. That is where 
nearly all the turkeys in Texas are grown. 

As turkeys go, Texas is not a really big producer 
state. Minnesota usually grows about 21;2 times more 
turkeys than Texas. And California, followed closely 
by North Carolina, grows nearly twice as many. 

Texas follows close behind Arkansas and Missouri, 
however, to rank sixth in turkeys. And with the 9.3 
million birds it grew last year, it ranked well ahead 
of Virginia, Iowa, Indiana, and Wisconsin. That 
rounded out the top ten. 

With some 12.2 million Texans, production in the 
state amounts to roughly three-quarters of a turkey 
per capita. If the average Texan ate about as much 
turkey as the U.S. average consumption rate of six
tenths of a bird per year, about 20 percent of produc
tion would be sent to markets.in other states. 

Central Texas has always been turkey country. 
One of the early problems of raising turkeys in that 
part of the state, in fact, was keeping domestic flocks 
from running off with wild turkeys. But with the 
growing integration of the turkey industry, there is 
no longer much commercial production outside that 
area. 

Of the 254 counties in Texas, 182 have no commer
cial production. Last year, 208 counties did not grow 
as many as a thousand birds. 

Ten Central Texas counties grow more than two
thirds of the turkeys in the state. 

Well over half the turkeys are grown in a fairly 
tight area in the Brazos Valley. Neighboring Bell and , 
McLennan counties raise close to a fourth. And 
nearby Hill and Bosque counties raise close to a 
twelfth. 

Production in other counties in the Upper Brazos 
watershed pushes the total for the area to about 3.6 
million. And of that, 2.9 million are grown in these 
four counties. 

Below the falls, Lee County produces enough to 
give these five Brazos Valley counties nearly 40 per
cent of the state's production and, with other coun
ties along the Lower Brazos, to help push production 
for the whole watershed to about 7 million. That 
approaches the number of turkeys grown in all of 
Virginia, the next biggest turkey state. 
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The only significant production east of the Brazos 

Valley is in Leon County, where 7 percent of the 
turkeys are grown. 

In the Edwards Plateau, north of San Antonio, 
production is heavily concentrated in Mason and Gil
lespie counties. Together, these two counties account 
for /ilbout a sixth of the state's turkeys. Further 
south, along the Guadalupe, De Witt and Gonzales 
counties grow another tenth. 

Across Central Texas, producers have direct access 
to national markets. And because nearly all the pro
ducers are in easy trucking distance of all four of the 
big processing plants, they can compete for prices 
paid nationwide. 

Unfortunately, for many, producing turkeys is an 
uneven living. The trouble is that while growers have 
made great strides in selling turkeys, the gains have 
not been on a par with the increases in production. 

Last year, close to 140 million turkeys were raised 
nationwide. And that was despite the conviction of 
most growers that the market would not take more 
than 120 million without price cuts that could wipe 
out most of their profits. 

When the year was over, prices came out averaging 
close to the cost of production. Most growers in Cen
tral Texas figured they were breaking even at live
weight prices between 32 and 33 cents a pound. The 
average price for the year in Texas was 32.8 cents. 

This year, feed prices are down, easing some of the 
cost of raising turkeys. But according to all indica
tions, production has gone higher than last year, 
again dimming producers' hopes for any immediate 
hnprovement in their lot. 

. 'Consumers, on the other hand, can expect attrac
tive birds at attractive prices as they shop for their 
"holiday centerpiece." And this situation should pre
vail well beyond the holiday season. 

In the turkey business, as in many others competi
tive, adaptable markets have assured that the bene
fits of improving technology are quickly and widelY 
dispersed among consumers, being captured only 
briefly, if at all, by producers. 
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Eleventh District Business Highlights 
-
SAVINGS DEPOSITS DECLINE 
AT LARGE DISTRICT BANKS 
Savings deposits at large banks in 
the Eleventh District have declined 
since the first quarter of 1977 
largely in response to higher inter
est rates on negotiable certificates 
of deposits (CD's) over $100,000. By 
midyear, yields on these instru
ments had surpassed the yields 
available on savings deposits, and 
the previous rapid rise of savings 
deposits was reversed. 

Short-term interest rates contin
ued to climb in the third quarter. 
By September, rates on large CD's 
had exceeded 6 percent. Conse
quently, savings deposits at banks 
declined moderately in the third 
quarter for the first time since late 
1975-even though, nationwide, 
total disposable personal income 
continued to grow and the propor
tion of income saved rose. 

Savings deposit inflows usually 
slow in the second and third 
qUarters of each year. During the 
six months ended September 1977, 
however, savings deposits fell 1.9 
percent at large District banks, as 
compared with an average increase 
of2.7 percent in comparable periods 
of the previous six years. 

Although interest rates on mar
ket instruments apparently have 
not risen enough to result in net 
reduction in total time and savings 
deposits at large banks, savings 
~eposits did move into higher-yield
Ing time deposits in the third 
qUarter of 1977. The third-quarter 
decline in savings deposits coincided 
With a 5.6-percent expansion in 
~arge CD's-the largest quarterly 
Increase in these deposits since the 
final three months of 1975. The 
latest quarterly growth in CD's
Which was also the largest for any 
comparable period' since 1970-
reflected the recent sharp rise in 

SAVINGS DEPOSITS FALL 
AS INTEREST RATES RISE 
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rates available on these instru
ments. 

During most of 1976 and the first 
four months of 1977, the secondary 
market rate on negotiable CD's 
over $100,000 remained close to the 
maximum rate which banks were 
allowed to pay on regular savings 
deposits. In May, however, rates on 
large negotiable CD's began to inch 
ahead of regular savings rates, and, 
by August, rates on large CD's were 
considerably higher than rates avail
able on savings deposits. As a result, 
some large-volume depositors who 
had moved their funds from matur
ing large CD's to savings deposits in 
order to obtain higher yields in late 

1976 and early 1977 returned their 
funds to higher-yielding CD's in the 
third quarter. 

Further declines in savings depos
its are likely if interest rates on 
large CD's and other alternative 
short-term investments continue to 
rise and the current ceiling rate is 
retained on savings deposits. That 
was the case in early October when 
the rate on large CD's rose to more 
than 6.5 percent. 

As a result, savings deposits fell 
1.3 percent in the first two weeks of 
the month. And, at the same time 
D' ' C s rose 2.6 percent at the large 

weekly reporting banks in the Dis
trict. 

FACTORY WAGE RATES 
The average manufacturing wage 
rate in Texas is lower than that for 
the nation as a whole-$5.56 an 
hour compared to $5.73 an hour
but the gap between the two rates is 
narrowing. More than half of all 
manufacturing workers in the state 
are employed in industries where 
wage rates are increasing faster 
than comparable national averages, 
a third are in industries where wage 
rates are moving up at about the 
national average, and an eighth are 
losing ground relative to the nation. 

In six manufacturing industries 
for which average hourly earnings 
are reported Texans receive higher 
wages than comparable workers in 
the nation. The highest paid manu
facturing employees in Texas are 
the workers in the malt beverage 
industry who earned $9.86 an hour 
in September. 

The average hourly earnings in 
the petroleum and coal products 
industry were $8.19, while chemical 
workers received $7.95 an hour. 
Hourly earnings averaged $7.41 in 
the aircraft industry, and $6.23 in 
(Continued on back page) 



INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 
(SEASONALLY ADJUSTED) 
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BUILDING CONTRACTS 
FOUR SOUTHWESTERN STATES1 
(SEASONALLY ADJUSTED, BY FRB) 
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LOANS AT WEEKLY REPORTING BANKS 
ELEVENTH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT 
(CUMULATIVE CHANGES) 
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CONDITION STATISTICS OF ALL MEMBER BANKS 
ELEVENTH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT 
(CUMULATIVE CHANGES) 
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RESERVE POSITION OF MEMBER BANKS 
ELEVENTH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT 
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oil field equipment manufacturing, 
a major sector of the nonelectrical 
machinery industry. 

Despite the fact that relatively 
few industries in Texas have higher 
average wage rates than their 
national counterparts, average 
hourly earnings in manufacturing 
rose 9.4 percent in the state from 
September 1976 to September 1977. 
That compared to a 7.9-percent rise 
for the nation. 

Factory wages in six Texas indus
tries increased at double-digit rates 
in the 12-month period. In contrast, 
no national average of hourly earn
ings rose as much as 10 percent. 

The biggest increase in wage rates 
was in the lumber and wood indus
try where hourly compensation 
was up a fifth from a year earlier. 
In addition, workers in the pri
mary metals industry had a 16 per
cent boost in hourly pay, while 
employees of the electrical machin
ery industry had a 14.5-percent 
increase. Those industries that had 
wage gains of just over the 10-per
cent level were the aircraft and 
parts component of the trans
portation equipment industry, 
instruments and related products, 
and furniture and fixtures. 

Pay hikes in five other Texas 
industries were significantly greater 
than for the comparable national 
industries. Those were apparel, 
petroleum and coal products, print
ing and publishing, nonelectrical 

machinery, and the meat products 
component of the food and kindred 
products. 

In addition, average hourly earn
ings in four manufacturing indus
tries-transportation equipment, 
food and kindred products, fabri
cated metals, chemicals, and 
leather and leather products
moved up at rates comparable 
to those in the nation. But wage 
rates in the textile mill products; 
stone, clay, and glass; and paper 
and allied products industries 
lagged comparable increases in the 
nation. 

Because of the strong economic 
growth in the state, average hourly 
earnings in Texas manufacturing 
probably will continue to rise at a 
relatively rapid pace and may soon 
match the level of factory wages for 
the nation. The biggest factor that 
is currently exerting upward pres
sure on wage rates is the widespread 
shortages of skilled labor across the 
state. And to fill many job openings 
will likely require further increases 
in wages to attract the number of 
workers that are needed. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS: 
• Total credit at member banks in 
the Eleventh District continued to 
expand sharply in September as 
loan demand remained strong and 
banks further increased their hold
ings of municipal securities. 
Strength in loan demand was evi-

dent in real estate, consumer, and 
business loans. The growth in real 
estate loans in September was at a 
record rate for that month. 
• Total employment in the four 
states of the Eleventh District rose 
moderately in September over a 
month earlier. All job categories 
showed increases. The unemploy
ment rate decreased to 5.6 percent 
of the civilian labor force. 
• The value of total building con
struction climbed sharply in the 
four southwestern states in Septem
ber. The large increase in nonresi
dential building was due to a $560 
million contract for manufacturing 
plants in Nueces County, Texas. 
Residential construction contracts, 
however, grew only slightly. 

Housing starts in Texas num
bered almost 13,300 units, season
ally adjusted, in September. That 
was slightly below the record set in 
August. 
• According to preliminary figures, 
the Texas industrial production 
index rose in September, after fall
ing in August. The rise resulted 
when a strong gain in manufac
turing production more than offset 
a decline in mining output. 

Solid gains in the production of 
durable goods and nondurable 
goods accounted for the rise in 
manufacturing output. But declines 
were evident in drilling activity and 
in the production of crude oil and 
metal, stone, and earth minerals. 

Eleventh District Business Highlights is published monthly by 
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